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Doc Week – What future do YOU want? 
Global Challenges and Sustainable Futures 2014  

For the course ‘Global Challenges and Sustainable Futures’ we have tried to present a variety of challenges 

and possible solutions in the guest lectures and literature. However in a 7.5 credit course it is impossible to 

cover all sustainability challenges in such detail. The purpose of this evening is to broaden the scope of the 

course and to give YOU, the students, the opportunity to select and share the sustainability solutions you 

are most interested in during our own modest, yet spectacular, documentary festival.     

The Assignment 

 Think of a solution or a vision of the future related to the field of sustainable development you are 

interested in, which you would like to add to this course and share with your fellow students. Find a 

clip, for example a YouTube video, TEDtalk or a fragment from a documentary, which is focused on 

this solution. Please consider the following constraints:  

 

o The clip must be freely available online or you must bring a legal copy of a DVD yourself.  

o The clip or fragment must be between 5 and 10 minutes long, so if you choose a fragment 

from a documentary, consider which part you choose to share.   

o The clip must be in English or have English subtitles.  

 

 Write in 100 - 150 words which solution or vision of the future the clip addresses and include why 

you would like to share it with the class.  

 Remember, this assignment is a great opportunity to explore new documentaries and videos, to 

expand the scope of course, to focus on your personal interests and to initiate debate among 

students.  

 The clip you choose can be informative, inspiring, alarming, or… something else which you feel the 

class needs.  

 For the class on the 21st of October we will make a selection of different clips. Unfortunately we will 

not be able to show all clips due to the group size and limited time, but all clips will be shared with 

all students. 

  

Please submit one PDF-document including (make sure your document is complete): 

 Your name, date and name of the course 

 Title of the clip (e.g. title of the documentary) 

 The source where you found the clip (add the link in case you are using online material) 

 Indicate chosen fragment (e.g. from 45:00 to 58:00) 

 Motivation (100-150 words) 

 

Upload your document titled: YOURNAME_DocWeek.pdf on Studentportalen. The deadline to submit this 

assignment is on Sunday, the 19th of October.     

 


